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Establishment of multiplex real-time PCR protocols
Introduction

Establishing a stable PCR usually re-quires a great deal of time. The individ-ual components of the reaction must be properly coordinated and optimized in their composition. Likewise, it is recom-mended that the ideal parameters for the protocol be determined. 
By using a mastermix that already has been optimized in its composition, this process can be significantly simplified, since all buffer components have  already been coordinated among them-selves and for the application itself (SYBR® Green or probe-based assay, multiplex assay). 

The optimal concentration of the primer (and possibly the probe[s] is usually determined with the assistance of a primer matrix, as well as a comparable preparation for the probe concentration (see Table 1). 

If a 3-step protocol is used, the optimal annealing temperature for the primer should also be determined. 
If a 2-step protocol is used, the primer annealing temperature should be checked with regard to the recom-mended protocol. This procedure can be significantly simplified by using a gradient cycler. 

Tanja Musiol, Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany

The gradient facilitates testing of differ-ent temperatures in an experimental preparation. 

Across the block different temperatures are programmed for this step to permit several temperatures to be tested in a single PCR run. 

In the Eppendorf Mastercycler® ep realplex, e. g., 12 temperatures can be tested simultaneously over a tempera-ture range of up to 24 °C in one prepa-ration. 

After each PCR reaction has been  optimized, the ideal combination of  two or more PCR reactions is deter-mined in the case of a multiplex prepa-ration. This means that the preparations are optimized once again in their inter-actions.

This is necessary to avoid having one PCR reaction proceed at the expense of another reaction. This means that one PCR amplification in the multiplex prep-aration should not suppress the amplifi-cation of a different target. This effect should be avoided or at least minimized as far as possible.

Most recently developed reagents are designed to facilitate the establishment of a multiplex reaction, with the com-position of the mastermix making the 

optimization almost dispensable. Detec-tion of several targets in a multiplex reaction should work with predetermined concentrations of primers and probes.  The reactions should run equally.  In this Application Note an optimized mastermix for multiplex real-time PCR reactions using a triplex system will  be examined. To be able to assess  the efficiency, the three targets will simultaneously be detected in single-plex reactions and the results will be compared.

Material and methods
All experiments were performed on an Eppendorf Mastercycler® ep realplex4 S. All preparations used Eppendorf  pipettes with the corresponding ep  Dualfilter T.I.P.S.® as well as skirted twin.tec PCR Plates (Eppendorf). The plates were sealed with Eppendorf Heat Sealing Film and the Eppendorf Heat Sealer. 

Setup used the QIAGEN QuantiTect® Multiplex PCR NoROX Kit. Three genes of the human genomic DNA were ampli-fied and detected. These were SRY, GAPDH and beta-actin. Human genomic DNA (Roche) was used as the template. 
All assays were pipetted by the auto-mated pipetting system epMotion® 5070 (Eppendorf), by first presenting 40 µl mastermix and then adding 10 µl  template. 

A dilution series with 10, 5, 2.5 and  1.25 ng/rxn human genomic DNA was used. All dilution steps were prepared in triplicate. In addition to the triplex assay a singleplex assay was performed for each gene, using the same pattern for the set-up. 

To permit the results of these prepara-tions to be directly compared with the results of the triplex assay, the same reagent, the same concentrations and the same volumes were used. 

Table 1: Typical forward and reverse primer combinations in a primer matrix

50 nM 100 nM 300 nM 600 nM 900 nM
50 nM 50 / 50 100 / 50 300 / 50 600 / 50 900 / 50100 nM 50 / 100 100 / 100 300 / 100 600 / 100 900 / 100300 nM 50 / 300 100 / 300 300 / 300 600 / 300 900 / 300600 nM 50 / 600 100 / 600 300 / 600 600 / 600 900 / 600900 nM 50 / 900 100 / 900 300 / 900 600 / 900 900 / 900

Forward

Reverse
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Eppendorf and TATAA Biocenter have been working closely 
together since 2005. TATAA employees provide seminars on 
real-time PCr and automation throughout the world exclu-
sively for Eppendorf customers. 

These training seminars allow participants to experience  
at first hand Eppendorf instruments such as the fast Master-
cycler® ep realplex and the automated pipetting  system 
 epMotion® under the guidance of an expert. 

“We train our customers using state-of-the-art equipment”, 
explains Hendrik Sjöström, Head of Marketing at the TATAA 
Biocenter in Gothenburg. “We are especially pleased about the 
fact that we were able to persuade  Eppendorf to make avail-
able the automated pipetting system  epMotion in all European 
centers. This enables our participants to personally experience 
the positive effect automated pipetting has on the reproducibil-
ity and the statistical significance of experiments.”

Alongside Gothenburg, TATAA centers have now been estab-
lished in Freising (near Munich), Prague and San Francisco. 
Besides offering training courses, the concept of these cen-
ters also attaches great importance to research. Freising, for 
example, specializes in basic research. 

Professor Mikael Kubista’s vision for the TATAA Biocenter, 

a new institute founded in 2001 as a spin-off of the 

 Technical University in Gothenburg, Sweden, was to  

set a standard in the world of DNA quantification. 

 Operating as an independent enterprise since 2003,  

the TATAA has now established itself a reputation  

as one of the top training centers for real-time PCR 

 applications. Besides offering basic courses in real-time 

PCR, the institute also runs statistics courses or training 

sessions on topics including immuno PCR, RNA isolation 

and quality control, which are attended by scientists 

from around the world. 

Eppendorf Technology at  
the TATAA Biocenter

Eppendorf’s Mastercycler ep realplex is being used here to 
investigate pre- and probiotic-induced gene expressions in 
livestock. The automated pipetting system epMotion allows 
high-throughput gene expression experiments to be per-
formed with pipetting volumes as low as 2 µl.

In the TATAA center in Prague, Professor Mikael Kubista in 
cooperation with the new institute for Biotechnology of the 
Czech Academy of Sciences is establishing a national core 
facility for “high throughput gene expression” and “single-cell 
expression profiling”. 

Eppendorf technology is also providing major support for this 
venture. “The precision afforded by automated pipetting and 
the sensitivity of the Mastercycler ep realplex enable ‘single 
cell’ experiments”, explains Mikael Kubista. “This research 
work resulted in the development of an analysis software 
capable of automatically reading Mastercycler ep realplex 
result files, significantly simplifying ‘expression profiling’.”

The TATAA center in Gothenburg specializes in the further 
development of real-time PCr based techniques and han-
dling commissioned projects. Their best-known customer  
is NASA, who wanted to use real-time PCr to prove latent 

Mikael Kubista
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For dispensing aliquots of liquid from large supply bottles 

Eppendorf offers its tried and tested bottle top dispensers 

Varispenser® 1 and Varispenser® plus  2. These dispensers are 

fully autoclavable and highly resistant to chemicals. 

If you want to dispense and titrate continuously, then the 

 Eppendorf Top Buret  3 is your first choice for more reliable 

results. The digital display allows an intuitive operation. 

Thanks to a choice of adapters and a telescopic filling tube, 

the Top Buret can be used with all commonly-used bottle 

types.

Flexible und durable

The maintenance-friendly design of both the Varispenser and 

the Top Buret guarantee a long-term durability. robustness 

and high-tech materials ensure a chemical resistance which is 

second to none. More than 100 different chemicals were tested 

for compatibility with the bottle dispensers. 

The result is astounding: From acetone to calcium chloric to 

hydrochloric acid – none of these chemicals impairs the func-

tionality of the products.

For further information visit www.eppendorf.com or ask for our 

brochure “Everything’s flowing smoothly” by using the ref. no. 

denoted below!
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Varispenser®/Top Buret • Ref. no. 211

virus infections in astronauts. Based on the assumption that 
“space-related stress” increases the virus replication rate, the 
brief sought to establish whether hidden illnesses could break 
out in space. 

research by the TATAA Biocenter revealed, however, that the 
virus replication rate peaked in the phase prior to take-off.  
In reply to this finding, the NASA scientists shrugged their 
shoulders and remarked: “It seems our boys get a bit nervous 
just before take-off.”

Visitors to the next real-time PCr symposium www.qpcrsym-
posium.com in Palo Alto, USA, will have the opportunity to 
see the TATAA Biocenter for themselves. Also worth mention-
ing is the NASA research and exhibition center that is located 
just around the corner.

Become acquainted with epMotion® 5070 and Mastercycler® ep realplex in TATAA 
training sessions.

Mastercycler® ep realplex • Ref. no. 204 / epMotion® • Ref. no. 189

Tip

Varispenser® plus 
(with patented 
recirculation valve)

Top Buret

Tip: Also see the Application Note on real-time PCR on 
pages 7-8 in the Application Note section of this issue! 

U.S.: 1 Brinkmann Bottletop Dispenser 
 2 ChemSaver Dispenser 

3 Brinkmann Bottletop Buret
See www.brinkmann.com
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What is needed to measure a difference with real-time PCR?

Abstract

Real-time PCR is today the prime tech-
nology to measure differential expres-
sion [1]. Results are robust and data 
reliable. But what sets the limits? 

In this application note we describe the 
Power test and its use in experimental 
design to estimate the number of 
 replicates needed in order to detect a 
certain difference in gene expression. 
We also apply the Power test on experi-
mental data generated by manual and 
automated pipetting. 

The experience was that the higher ac-
curacy in automated dispensing greatly 
reduces the number of required repli-
cates to achieve a certain discrimination 
and thus saving valuable time and money. 

Introduction

Most scientists are familiar with the com-
parison of the response of a single mark-
er gene in two groups. In real-time PCR 
the data are first pre-processed to ac-
count for inter-run variations, variations 
in extraction yields, PCR efficiencies, 
etc. [2]. Optionally the calculated relative 
quantities are converted to logarithmic 
scale to obtain Normal (= Gaussian) 
variation of the data. 

The mean and the standard devia-
tion (SD) of the expression are cal-
culated for each of the two groups 
and are compared by performing a 
t-test. The comparison produces a 
probability (p) value representing 
the likelihood of observing a differ-
ence between means of identical 
populations. 

This value is at least as large as the 
difference actually observed. This 
so called 2-tailed test assumes no 
previous knowledge regarding the 
groups and both can have higher 
expression. For didactic purposes 
we will use the 1-tailed test here. 

Mikael Kubista, Johanna Eliasson, Maria Lennerås, Sara Andersson and Robert Sjöback  
TATAA Biocenter AB, Gothenburg, Sweden

The 1-tailed test is appropriate when we 
already know which of the groups will 
show higher expression if there is a dif-
ference. A common case is comparing 
the effect of a stimulating substance with 
untreated control. Before conducting a 
study one should also set a confidence 
level. This should be based on the con-
sequences of making erroneous infer-
ence based on the test result. A com-
mon, yet arbitrary confidence level is 
95 %. Let us see how this translates into 
practise.

SD of the CT values of technical repli-
cates depends on factors such as reac-
tion volumes, dispensing, RT and extrac-
tion performance. A value of around 0.25 
CT, which corresponds to a coefficient of 
variation (CV) of 1 % at a CT of 25, is 
quite typical. 

Fig. 1 shows a Normal distribution cen-
tred at 0 with SD = 0.25. The vertical 
line drawn at CT = 0.41 dissects the 
Normal distribution in such a manner 
that 95 % of the area is to the left and 
5 % is to the right of the decision line. 
This is the decision line at 95 % of the 
confidence level. If the enhancer has no 
effect and we perform 100 independent 

comparisons, 95 of them are expected 
to show �CT < 0.41 and 5 �CT � 0.41.

Hence, the risk is 5 % that a measure-
ment of an enhancer with no effect will, 
due to confounding variation, show a 
difference in expression that will be 
interpreted as significant. This is the 
so-called type I error, or false positive.

But, what if there is a difference? Will we 
be able to detect it? To address this we 
must specify the difference we wish to 
detect. Assuming we are interested to 
determine whether a gene is present in 
one or two copies in a genome, this then 
constitutes a 2-fold difference which 
corresponds to �CT = 1. 

The case is illustrated in Fig. 2. It shows 
two Normal distributions with maxima 
separated by one CT. The distribution 
centred on zero is the same as before. 
So is the decision line. 

The other Normal distribution shows  
how measured �CTs between a sample 
containing one copy and a sample 
 containing two copies per genome are 
expected to vary due to confounding 
effects. The decision line intersects also 
the second Normal distribution. 1 % of 

its area is to the left of the decision 
line and 99 % is to the right. Hence, 
using a threshold of �CT = 0.41, 
5 % of cases having a single copy 
per genome will be misinterpreted 
as having two copies (false positive) 
and 1 % of the cases when the 
genome contains two copies will be 
misinterpreted as containing only 
one copy (false negative). The ability 
to detect the difference, which is 
100 % – 1 % = 99 %, is known as 
the power of the test.

What if we are interested in a small-
er difference, for example, detecting 
a trisomy? The difference between 
two and three copies corresponds 
to �CT = 0.58. 

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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The case is illustrated in Fig. 3, with 
the decision line at �CT = 0.41. The 
false positive rate is still 5 %, but  
the false negative rate is now 36 %. 
The power of the test is only 64 %. 
Guided by the Power test we may 
decide to move the decision line. 
Changing threshold to �CT = 0.29, 
the decision line intersects the two 
Normal distributions in such a man-
ner that the rates of false negatives 
and false positives are both 16 % 
(Fig. 4). 

We learn from this exercise that by 
moving the decision line we can 
improve our chances to make the 
correct decision when there is a 
difference. But this is at the expense 
of decreasing our chances to make 
the correct decision when there is 
no difference.

What if both false negatives and 
false positives rates are too high? 

What is needed to measure a difference with real-time PCR?

Readers’ service

epMotion® • Ref. no. 189

We can use replicates to improve 
accuracy. If confounding varia-
tion is technical we use techni-
cal replicates and if it is biologi-
cal we use biological replicates 
(increase the number of studied 
subjects). 

The precision of measured CT 
value is given by the standard 
error, SE, which is SD divid- 
ed by the square root of 
the number of replicates. 

Hence, if we double the number of sam-
ples SE will decrease by a factor of 
1.41. The case is shown in Fig. 5. The 
decreased SE narrows the two Normal 

Results and discussion

Using Power test we can optimize 
the cost performance of our experi-
ment by designing it with minimum 
number of replicates necessary to 
reach requested confidence and 
power. To do this we must estimate 
the SD of our assay. Fig. 6 shows 
variation of 96 replicates of an assay 
developed at TATAA Biocenter 
when performed either manually by 
a technician or using the Eppendorf 
epMotion® automated dispenser. 
From the replicates we estimate for 
this assay SD = 0.34 when per-
formed manually and SD = 0.18 
when performed with the epMotion. 
The purpose of this study  was to 
detect a 50 % difference in the 
amount of target and we could 
accept 5 % false positives and 
20 % false negatives. With Power 
test we can calculate the number  
of replicates needed to reach the 
required accuracy. Since we have 
only estimates of SD we must use 
t-distributions instead of Normal 
distribution. For this we use the 
GenEx software from MultiD Analy-
ses (www.multid.se). The result in 
Fig. 7 shows that when dispensing 
manually, seven replicates are 
needed, whereas when using the 
epMotion three replicates suffice.
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distributions, reducing their overlap. 
The rates of false positives and false 
negatives are now 8 %. Increasing the 
number of replicates even more im-
proves our ability to distinguish a nor-
mal case from a trisomy further.




